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Education 

 
 
 

2009-2013     The University of Edinburgh 
Bsc. Hons. Geography 

 

Qualification:  2.1  
 

Final-year dissertation: 
 

- “The Spatial Effects of European Airspace Liberalisation on the Budapest Airport” 
The individual research in this dissertation involves using quantitative methods to 
measure the change in the structure of destinations and carriers. 

 
Qualification:  1st  
 

2011-2012     University of Cantabria 
 Geography and Urban Planning in Spanish 

 
2005-2009     Toldy Ferenc Gimnázium (High School) 

Final Exams (Advanced in Geography and Mathematics), honourable mention 
 
 
 
Languages 

 
Hungarian      Native 
English          Fluent 
Spanish          Fluent 
Russian          Intermediate 
German          Basic 

 
 
 
Employment History 
 
Lehet Más a Politika (LMP) 
 
I am currently a councilor in the II. district of Budapest.  

 
MOL Group 
Ever summer since 2010 I have worked as an intern at “MOL Group”, the largest Central and 
Eastern European Energy Company. In the first two summers I was at the Communications 
department, then for the last one I worked on a project regarding the regional jet fuel market 
with the Strategy department. I also co-authored an article for the MOL scientific magazine1.  

 
 
1	  

http://www.mol.hu/en/about_mol/news_media_centre/our_publications/mol_scientific_magazine/focus/the_oil_spill_in
_the_gulf_of_mexico__ndash	   br_reflections_from_the_communications_point_of_view/



Al Jazeera Balkans 
I worked on Al Jazeera Balkans’ in-depth report on the new constitution of Hungary. I 
organised interviews with government officials, opposition leaders and young people. Among 
others, I arranged an interview with the Foreign Minister of Hungary János Martonyi, and 
representatives from opposition parties MSZP, LMP and DK.  

 
Best House Real-estate Agency 
I worked for five months as an interpreter and an assistant for this Santander based real-estate 
agency. My main responsibilities were showing flats to foreign buyers and writing English 
language advertisement material.  

 
Democratic National Convention Committee 
I volunteered for the 2008 Democratic Convention in Denver. My responsibilities included 
registering volunteers, administering press passes and connecting the maintenance staff and 
the HQ.  

 
Other Activities 

 
Moscow School of Political Studies 
I have attended two federal seminars of the Moscow School of Political Studies since 2010. 
Held in Moscow, the conferences bring together young Russian leaders of a variety of 
political persuasions from across the country to discuss topics such as civil society, the 
economy, rule of law and international relations with world-class experts.  I graduated from 
the School in July 2011. 

 
 
The József Antall Foundation 
I was one of the three winners selected in the József Antall Foundation’s essay competition, 
“Model and Reality”. This meant that my essay was published in Heti Válasz, a weekly 
newspaper.2 (May 2008) 

 
Edinburgh University Bridge Club 

 
I was the secretary of EUBC in the 2010/2011 academic year. I am an intermediate player of 
the ACOL system. 
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